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1 ntroductlep «

In this chapter in section 1 we giv* outline of the 
boundary layer theory. Section 2 consists major developments 
in axially symmetrical boundary layer theory. Xn Section 3 
we gave the major developments of steady and unsteady two 
dimensional boundary layer theory. Lastly in Section 4 we 
define some basic concepts which are used for our problems to 
be discussed in Chapter XX.

1* outline of the boundary layer theory «

Xn 1904 Ludwing Prandtl introduced the concept of a 
boundary layer and analysed the flow in boundary layer subse
quently the boundary layer equations have been well investi
gated for many engineering problems# and the results play a 
very important role in the fluid dynamics of viscous fluids 
and also play an important role in the practical treatment of 
a fluid.

The boundary layer theory is the foundation of ail 
modern developments in fluid mechanics# and aerodynamics which 
have been classified by the study of boundary layer flow and 
its effects on the general flow around the body such as in 
the study of eircraft response to atmospheric gust# in further 
phenomenon involving wing etc. Although more then half a 
century old the subject of the boundary layer la still receiving 
considerable interest and these are still a number of unsolved
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problems baffling the investigators# the concept of thin 
region of quick transition near the boundary surface has 
solved many intricate practical problems and has enabled 
deep probing into the non-linear differential equation.

The strating point of this great physical concept was 
the well known D*Alembert's paradox in the late 19th century. 
D'Alembert observed that when a solid body moved through a 
fluid the flow pattern based on the inviscial theory agreed 
with the experimental results almost everywhere in the flow 
field# but strangely enough the resistance experienced by the 
body was found to be zero. Prandtl made an attempt to resolve 
the dilemma and suggested that the resistance to the body 
was caused by the viscosity of the fluid and that the flow 
fields near and away from the body were different in character.

Many other new results were obtained by research workers 
within the tan years after his research work with the help of 
Prandtl *s boundary layer concept. At that time viscous fluid 
theory was studied in the two and three dimensional cases by 
using steady and unsteady flow of an incompressible or 
compressible medium. Also they considered one or more components 
with or without energy addition under the influence of magnetic 
forces. During the first SO years of the boundary layer theory 
the fundamental mathematical connection to the Kavier-Stokes* 
differential equations. And also there was no exlstance# 
uniqueness and goodness of a solution which was obtained. At 
that time numerical approximation method was not developed
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so that no on* could show parfact •rear which was involved 
in th* solution.

Transformation of th* boundary layer aquation into 
spacial forms so that the computation of th* numerical results 
will be simplified or will be easier for special devices.
The boundary layer equations may be transformed into the 
generalised heat conduction equation by Von Mises transforma
tion. L.L. Moore 1311 transformed the boundary layer equations 
into an integral forms that is particularly suitable for a 
differential calculation.

The smthematicai difficulties eneounted in the study 
of axially symmetrical boundary layer are considerably smaller 
and hardly exceed those in the two-dimensional case.

Prandtl (1904) published a paper entitled "on the 
motion of fluid with very small viscosity*, considered the 
problem of an incompressible fluid and Blasius [ 1 3 investiga
ted the same problem in detail in 1908. Blasius [ 2 J studied 
the boundary layer flow over a flat plate and obtained 
explicit solution of the Prandtl boundary layer equation.

Due to the application of the theory of parabolic 
differential inequalities to ths Prandtl*s boundary layer 
equation, all the problem of existence, uniqueness etc. 
hed been solved by considering case of two dimensional 
steady flow of an incompressible medium.
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2. H»ior developments In sxlsllysymmetricalboundary

tons,, *
There ere two different kinds of axially symmetrical 

boundary layer theory* one is for the flow in jet or in the 
wake behind a body of resolution where the axis of the 
resolution is in the fluid and the other is the boundary 
layer is the boundary layer osar a body of resolution of 
a large radius in comparison with the thickness of boundary 
layer*

The mathematical difficulties encounted in the study 
of axially symmetrical boundary layer are considerably smaller 
and hardly exceed those in the two dimensional case* Axially 
symmetrical boundary layer occur e*g* in flows past axially 
symmetrical bodies the axially symmetrical jet*

The process of boundary layer formation about an 
axially symmetrical body accelerated impulsively was investi
gated by S. Bolts U43 in Goettingen thesis*

U*T* Boedewadt [ 3 H studied the problem in which the 
fluid at large distance from the stationary wall rotates 
likes a rigid body with constant angular velocity*

H* Schlichting [41! obtained solution for the 
Laminar circular jet which analogous to tha one for a two 
dimensional jet* The process of the formation of e boundary 
layer on e rotating diak wma studied by K.H.Thiriot £49 "] in
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his thesis pc«M!it«d to the University of Goettingen, Ho 

considered the case of the disk accelerated impulsively in 

e fluid at rest to a uniform angular velocity as well as the 
case of a disk rotating with the fluid and suddenly arrested 
in its notion. S.D.Kigam L353 computed the growth of a 
boundary layer on a disk strated Impulsively, Belonasov 8.M.
[ 51 obtained the axially symmetrical flow of a viscous 

incompressible flow. Bums J.C. C63 generalised axially 
symmetrical flow past a circular boundary layer.

3. Steady and unsteady two-dimensional laminar boundary

l.ftifg.•

The two dimensional boundary layer flow over e flet 

plate of compressible fluid studied by S. Pohlhausen £3# J 

In 1921 for a thermally Insulated plete for a small flow 

velocity end small tampersturn difference, with constant 
danslty and viscosity.

Blasius [21 studied the boundary layer growth set 
impulsively from rest into translation motion by using 
successive approximation. Goldstein and Rosenhead £ 211extended 
Blasius solution and gave e better estimate of the time 
required for separation at the rear stagnation point for 
circular cylinder. Schlichtlng [[491 obtained smell amplitude 

of oscillation of the body in e fluid at rest.

Busemenn [ 8 1 first studied boundary layer for an 

inoomprassibla fluid. Busamann C91 and wada [Ml obtained
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the solution for flow on a flat plata by keeping Prandtl 
number (Pr) constant* Howarth [21] studied tha ospnssiblt 
and incompressible boundary layer at sexo pressure gradient. 
Illingworth E263 investigated the transformation of both 
normal and streanvise co-ordinates and obtained the relation 
between them at non-mexo pressure gradient for incompressible 
flow* Tani CSOl extended the solution for the compressible 
flow by taking prandtl number different from unity* Poots 
C37J studied Tanis £503 problem by taking heat transfer 
at the wall*

Krishnan £713 obtained the non-linear wave propagation 
in steady torsonie flow* Britov £ 703 construct the absence 
of two dimensional flow between concentric rotating cylinder. 
Cebeel [14] studied the unsteady laminar and turbulent 
boundary layer with fluctuations in external velocity* 
Goldstein c 191 constructed a singular solution containing 
an arbitrary constant in the neighbourhood of separation* 
Stewartson f46 3 obtained the general solution involving an 
infinite number of arbitrary constants. Landau and Lifshits 
[1303 made a discussion on flow near separation by postula
ting that the normal component of velocity tends to infinity 
at the separation point.

Hartree f 23 3 and Stewartson [46 3 obtained the series 
solution for a linearly retarded free strewn and Tani [[50 3 
extended this series solution to the more general case.
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Prandtl [383 and Blasius £2 3 introduced the form of similarity 
solution# for flow on e flat plate. Falkner and Skan £ 16 3 
extended this fon in the case of free-stream velocity propor
tional to the representing irrotational flow around a 
corner found by two plane boundaries Meeting at an angle 
v/(m¥l). Goldstein £ 203 applied the boundary layer approxima
tion for a flow in awake and Sehllchting £473 used the 
boundary layer approximation for a flow in a jet. Van Dyke 
£55] obtained the series solution for a flow past a 
parabolic cylinder.

During ten years after the Prandtl's paper#there are 
seven papers on boundary layer which were published at 
Gottingen. All these papers were written on the basis of 
Frandtl • s original paper. 2hukovsheil £58] assumed that the 
fluid velocity is sero at the wall and rapidly increases 
until it becomes equal to the theoretical velocity of 
Irrotational motion. Then he found that the thickness of 
layer is inversely proportional to the theoretical velocity. 
Mises £323 Introduced the stream function and shown that 
the boundary layer equation was reduced to a form analogous 
to the heat conduction. Burgers £113 reported an experimental 
observation of the velocity distribution across the boundary 
layer on a flat plate. Proude £173 pointed out that the 
frictional forces must have its counter part in the boss of 
momentum of the fluid that has passed along the surface of 
the plate. Rankine £433 in his paper on the prediction of
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required engine power of proposed ships# considered the 
frictional resistance is due to the direct and indirect effects 
of edhersion between the shin of ship and the particles of 
water which glide over it, Rankine showed that the formation 
of boundary layer takes place at the adjacent to the ship 
surface, Tollmisen £510 Investigated the growth of the 
boundary layer on a circular cylinder impulsively set in 
rotation from rest,

Prandtl £393 expressed his opinion about the Interest 
in boundary layer theory spread outside. Prandtl £403 obtained 
the boundary layer solution fox flow through a two dimensional 
channel with the help of stream function, Prandtl £413 
explained the change in flow pattern around a sphere on 
passing through the critical Reynold numbar, Toffer £523 
refinad tha nunarical computation of Blaalua Biff el £15 3 
end observed the transition of the flow in the boundary layer 
from Laminar to turbulent, Hiemens £243 carried out the 
boundary layer calculation of pressure distribution on circular 
cylinder,

Blesius [2 3 and Bolts £133 submitted two papers on 
boundary layer under Prandtl*s guidance at Gottingen, Blesius 
£23 studied the flow along a flat plate placed parallel to 
the uniform stream, Prandtl £42 3 applied tha boundary layer 
concept to the heat transfer problem, Schubauer £48 3 observed 
the flow past an elliptic cylinder Millikan £333 applied 
Karman and Millikan £283 method to the Schabauer*s £48 3
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elliptic cylinder and obtained a successful solution, Hals 
[57 3 . Mangier [34 3 . Tinnan [531 studied the Karmen [293 
method by assuming a more adequate form of the velocity 
profile. Made [563 Hudimoto C 25 3 Tani r54*] studied approximate 
methods of integrating the momentum integral equation.

*• concepts required for our problamito be dlscussed
in Chapter IZ.

(X) Fluid «

Under the action of the forces all material exhibit 
deformation. Xf the deformation in the material Increases 
continuously without limit under the action of shearing 
forces, however, small the material is called a fluid. This 
continuous deformation under the action of forces is mani
fested in the tendency of fluid to flow.

fluids are usually classified as liquids or gases.
A liquid has intermolecular forces which hold it together 
so that it possesses volume but no definite shape, when it 
is poured into a container will fill tho container up to the 
volume of the liquid regardless of the shape of the container. 
Liquids have but slight compressibility. For most purpose it 
is however sufficient to regard liquid as incompressible 
fluid. A ges. on the other hand, consists of molecules in 
motion which colloid with each other tending to disperse it 
so that a gas has no set volume or shape. This intermolecular
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force* arc externally small in gases. A gas will in any 
container into which it is placed and is therefore known as 
a compressible fluid.

(II) Thermal Conductivity t

Difference of temperature in a fluid in the course of 
time, arc reduced by heat flowing from higher to lower 
temperature. There are three basic models of heat transfer 
▼is. conduction# convection and radiation. Heat radiation is 
neglected at high temperature. The transfer of heat by 
convection depends on the velocity field# hear we discussed 
conduction. Two parallel layers of fluid at a distance d 
apart# are kept at different temperature T^ and T2 (one of 
the layers may be solid surface) • Fourier noticed that a 
flow of heat is set up through the layers such that the 
quantity of heat q transferred through unit area in unit tisM 
is dircctly proportional to the difference of temperature 
between the layers and inversely proportional to the distance 
d thus

q K *1 * *2 
d

where K is constant of proportionality and is known on the 
coefficient of thermal conductivity.

(ZXZ) Thermal diffuslvitv t

As we see# the effect of conductivity on the temperature
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field Is determined by the ratio of K to tha product of 
density 9 and specific heat Cp rather than by K alone.This 
ratio Is known on the thermal diffusivity and Is usually 
denoted by a

K
a « ——

? cp

XV) Physical importance of non-dimensional parameters

a) Prandtl number i

The ratio of kinematic viscosity to the thermal 
diffusivity of the fluid

Kinematic viscosity Y |t / ^

Thermal diffusivity a K/ 9 Cp

is designated as the Prandtl number.

b) Reynold number

The dimensionless quantity Redefined as 

UL 9 II L
*• " T ~T

where U# L. o and p are some characteristic values of the 
velocity, length, density and viscosity respectively is 
known on the Reynold number .
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e) Orashoff number i

The dimensionless quantity Or which characterises tha 
fxaa conduction is known as tha Grashoff number and is dafinad 
as

«L3 (Tw - *» )

whara g ia acceleration dua to gravity and *v, tbo ara two 
raspectiva temperatures*

d) Local skin friction coafficiant t

Tha dimensionless shaaring strass on tha surface o£ 
a body dua to fluid notion is known as Local skin friction 
coafficiant and is dafinad as

whara ¥w is tha local bearing strass on tha surfaca of tha 
body*

a) Kusaalt number a

Zn tha dynanics of viscous fluid ona is not much 
intarastad to know all tha datails of tha velocity and 
temperature fields but would certainly like to know quantity 
of heat transfer can be calculated with tha help of 
coaff iciant of heat transfer «(x) which is dafinad by 
Kewton's Law of cooling*
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If g(x) is the quantity of haat exchanged between tha 

wall and tha fluid, par unit area par tina at a point x, than

q(x) » a(x) (Tw - Tcd)

whara (Tw - Too) ia the differanca between tha temperature 

of tha wall and that of tha fluid ainca at tha boundary tha 

haat axchangad batwaan tha fluid and tha body la only dua to 

conduction according to Fourier*a law wa have,

* T
q <x) • - X ( --- )nmQ

whara n ia tha direction of tha normal to tha aurfaca of 
tha body. From thaaa two lawa wa dafinad Nusselt number ia 

aa followa

MU

« (x) L 

X

L

(Tw - TOO)

* T
‘ M >’1"0

whara L ia aoawi characteristic length .

V) Forced and free convection t

Tha problem of thermal boundary layer may be classified 

into two categories vis* (i) forced convection, (ii) free 

convection. By forced convection wa mean tha flow in which 

tha velocity arising from tha variable density (i.a. dua to 

force of houyancy) are negligible in comparison with tha 

velocity of the main or forced flow, whereas tha free 

convection, also known aa tha neutral convection tha motion
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Is ssssntlally caused by the affect of gravity for the heated 
fluid of variable density.

VI) goint of separation «

It is defined as the limit between forward and reverse
flow in the layer in immediate neighbourhood of the boundary
wall. In otherwards the point of separation is the point of
which ( ) • 0 or iv ■ 0.o y w

VII) Separation of boundary lever «

There are two methods of study the separation of 
boundary layer

a) Physical approach
b) Analytical approach

a) Physical approach >

4 is the boundary layer thickness which is increase 
in the down stream direction a point cobmks after that the 
flow in the boundary layer become reversed. This cause the 
decelerated fluid particles to the forced outwards which 
means the boundary layer is separated from the wall we than 
sepak of the "boundary layer separation" and the point at 
which the boundary layer separates is known as "point of 
separation". The phenomenon is called the separation of 
boundary layer. This will occur on blunt bodies such as
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circular and all ip tic cylinder or spheres.

The motion in the boundary layer is determined by the 

following factors t

i) Zt is retarded by friction at the boundary wall#

ii) Zt is pulled forward through the action of viscosity

iii) Zt is retarded by the adverse pressure gradient 

(dp/dx > 0 )

floU)

tofi'o n fo\ot

Tig«l# Boundary layer separation

b) Analytic approach «

Analytically the separation phenomenon may be 

explained by applying the prandtl boundary layer equation 

both outside the boundary layer and at the wall outside 

the boundary layer is
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$ dx
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dtt
If — - -

dx

and at the wall, i.a. at y - 0 wa have u - v * 0, the 

aquation is

» C a y2

<*P

dx

Casa i ) • dp/dx •

Zn this case

0 (xero pressure gradient}

( } *o and hence, tha velocity
^ y2 °

gradient dacraasas continually from a positive value at tha

wall to xero at tha outer edge of tha boundary layer* Tha

velocity profile *raust therefore, have a steadily increasing*
^3 u

The point of inflexion occurs on the wall since ( 2-- ) *0b? o
u

but ( ~"”p| ) f* 0 as can easily be verified by differentiating

the boundary layer aquation with respect to y and evaluating 

the value at y ■ 0, Tha fluid particles continue to sove 

forward and therefore, tha question of boundary layer separa

tion does not arise.
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VIII) Boundary lavtr control i

Zt Is logical now to ask whether separation of boundary 
layer can be prevented or, more generally, can the growth 
of the boundary layer be controlled. Xndeed, according to the 
physical approach of the boundary layer it should be possible 
to delay or even prevent separation by removing the decelerated 
fluid particle caused by the adverse pressure gradient in 
the region where separation is likely to be developed in 
figure. This possibility was first pointed out by L. Prandtl 
by applying auction through a small slit on the upper rear 
portion of circular cylinder, prandtl showed in his experiments 
that the flow adheres to the cylinder over a considerably 
larger portion of its surface instead of separating at 81° 
from the stagnation point as it does in the case when no 
suction is applied. The total drag is reduced considerably 
and a&jRultaneously a large lifting force in the direction 
perpendicular to the free stream la induced. An alternative 
means of controlling the boundary layer is the supplying of 
the additional energy to the boundary layer by injecting 
fluid parallel to the surface in figure b, thus enabling 
the boundary layer to proceed further against an adverse 
pressure gradient. The ideal method of prevention of separa
tion would be a means to eliminate the boundary layer. This 
can be accomplished in principle by having a solid wall 
moving with the stream. The logical way to obtain such a 
result is to place a rotating circular cylinder with its
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axis at the right angle to the flow* Zt is clear that on the 
upper surface of the cylinder where the cylinder moves in the 
same direction as the flow# no separation is possible* However, 
Incomplete separation is developed on the Lower side of the 
cylinder* The resultant flow field does not vary appreciably 
fxom the potential flow theory this example was first 
applied by prandtl to illustrate the boundary layer theory.

(a) suction of fluid

(b) Injection of fluid

7ig*3 Suction and Injection of the fluid
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XX) Flow Through porous media t

Reynolds number flows are the flows through porous 
madia such flows ara wary much prevalent in nature and 
therefore# these need through investigation# The study of 
flow through porous media is comparatively easy because in 
these flows the Inertia forces are usually very small as 
compared to viscous forces.

Flow through porous media occur in filtration of fluids 
and seepage of water in river beds# Movement of underground 
water and oils are some other Important example of flows 
through porous media# An oil reservoir mostly consists of 
porous sedimentary formation such as Limestone and aandatona 
in which oil is entrappad# Oil can be obtained from such 
reservoirs by drilling wells in oil bearing area dw down to 
the oil reservoir and then either allowing or causing the 
oil to flow through porous oil bearing rocks into the wall# 
Sams is the principle of obtaining underground water from 
wells#

To study the underground water resources si so one 
need to investigate the flows of fluids through porous media. 
Zn fact the land along the side of the rivers is usually 
porous and the water goes underground due to the seepage 
in the rainy season the flow of water through rivers# 
especially seasonal rivers# is high while in other season it 
is pretty flow# one can study underground water can be pumped



out in the off maon for irrigation purpose*. This will 
lower down the level of underground water in the river bed 
area and during the rainy season the river water will be gone 
underground with a greater seepage velocity and thus one can 
check floods also another important example of flow through
porous media is the seepage under a dam.
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